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홈악보국가 국가시험연주회듣다퀴즈사용자로그인 모든악보보기 - 리스트, 프란츠 - Hungarian Rhapsody No 6... - 악보 Rhapsody No. 6 in D-flat major is the sixth work of 19 Hungarian rhapsodyes compiled by Franz Liszt. This work was dedicated to Count Antoine Apponi and uses the form of
Lassan and Frisky, like many of his rhapsody. This piece was later organized for the orchestra. The form of the play is divided into three main sections: Introduction (Tempo giusto - Presto) Lassan (Ante) Frisca (Allegro) The first part of Rhapsody is an introduction (Tempo giusto), where the
left hand of the player plays a steady bass, consists of chords on a D-flat large scale. Because of the overlapping melody above the bars, the piece doesn't sound as if it's in a 24 rhythm. This is because Leaf does not start the first chord of the works as upbeat, which is what many
composers have done to relate to the time of signing the work. The melody of the first part is repeated, ending with a long cadence mainly using black keys. The second part (presto) is in C-sharp major (which is just an enharmonic version of the previous D-flat rather than modulation) and
has a live rhythm that results in lassan in B-flat minor. Lassan plays slowly, with rhythm in improvisational style, again ending with a large cadence at the end, leading consistently to the rezve (Allegro) in B-flat major. The melody is played in semi-overboards, requiring the player to move
quickly in octaves. The bass line repeats the same strong tremors. The final part of the piece ends with chromatic scales in octaves moving in reverse motion, leading to B-flat basic chords. The piece uses a gypsy scale. The sources of melodies The first of the themes in this rhapsody is a
song called Chlopitzky n'ta from the collection of the next edition of Yazef Szerdakheli and Beni Ergressia in 1843, which has already been included in the 4th and 5th numbers of Magyar Dallok, Tom I. Also featured is the melody of Cserebog'r, sarge cserebog'r and finally, fast verbunkos
imported from the 11th number Magyar Dallok, Volume IV. Orchestra arrangement of Franz Liszt and Franz Dopller organized this piece with the inscription S. 359/3. It is moved to the D major, but the frisk remains in the B-flat major, the key in which the piece ends. Although the
orchestration is called Hungarian Rhapsody No. 3, some publications have changed it to match the original version. In popular culture, this play was featured in the Swiss film Vitus. Part of Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6 was borrowed by Belgian singer-songwriter Juak Brele in his 1959 song
Ne me quitte pas (English version of If You Go Away). Lyrics moi, je t'offrirai des perles de pluie venues de pays o'il ne pleut pas (I'll introduce you to the rain pearls from where it does not rain) sing on a theme borrowed from the second part, Lassan (Ante), this part. External Links
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6: Results in the International Music Library Project (IMSLP) This article does not refer to any sources. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Non-sources of materials can be challenged and removed. Find sources: Hungarian
Rhapsody No 6 - Newspaper News Book Scientist JSTOR (June 2008) (Learn how and when to delete this template message) received from No. 13 more: Oboe 1, 2 Clarinet 1, 2 (A, B♭) - Bassoon 1, 2 - Horn 1, 2 (D), 3, 4 (A♭ Basso) - Tube 1, 2 (D) - Trombone 1, 2 (Tenor), 3 (Bass), Tuba
and Timpani (D, A), Triangle, Bass Drum, Kimbal and Arfa - Violins I - Violins II - Altos - Cell - Bass Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart Sonata in D major K. 381 for Piano duo in 1760 When Wolfgang and his sister Nannerl toured Europe as geeks, the keyboard duo was a popular novelty in their
programs, which offered a fuller range of sound from one instrument, allowing each performer the opportunity for an individual display. When Mozart's children were touring, though, they most likely played the harpsichord, since the scoring fortepiano (the precursor to modern piano) did not
replace the popularity of his string plucking keyboard cousin until the next decade. Although the Sonata in D major K. 381 was written in 1772, the lack of dynamic marking in the manuscript probably indicates that it was still written for the harpsichord, not for the piano. In the harpsichord
write loudly and gently created by manipulating the texture, loud is produced through full chord harmony with the strong presence of the bass, soft, writing single lines subtly accompanied. These qualities are particularly evident in the external movements of this sonata, which have strong
textural contrasts between successive phrases, a pattern that resembles the interaction between different sections of the orchestra. Indeed, this whole sonata was described as three movements of the Italian symphony composed on the keyboard. This orchestral style of writing can be
heard clearly in the way the first movement opens, with four different textures presented in close sequence: a full-throated 'tutti' chord, a bombastic fanfare of unison, then a modest little skipping melody with breathless accompaniment, and finally more fanfare drama in unison- all in a space
of just 12 bars. The development section is even more contrasting, with the arrest of the 'damsel-on-the-rail tracks' tremolo pass as a melodramatic highlight. Simple songwriting permeates Andante's second movement, but here again to play The texture adds an extra dimension to the
proceedings, especially in the rich use of low bass tones. There is even an unusual passage in which the top melodic voice doubles in the tenor range, as if string or flute melodies were doubled by bassoons and cellos. The finale of Allegro molto has a scene from a comic opera in which
individual characters participate in a punchline-oriented repartee. It has short questions and answers phrases in which bright bold chords meet frivolous fluttering triplets, and hilarious solo melodies, the roar of military trumpet calls. Scottish snapshots and chirp grace notes anticipate the
comic musical effects that Rossini will use decades later. Sergei Rachmaninoff's first suite Fantaisie Tableaux Op. 5 Rachmaninoff for two pianos, entitled Fantaisie Tableaux, is an early work composed in 1893, just a year after graduating as a composer at the Moscow Conservatory.
Conceived as a series of musical paintings, its warmly expressive tone and bright harmonic coloration reveal the influence of Tchaikovsky, to whom the work is dedicated. Each of his four movements depicts a scene from nature or from private life: a splash of waves on the side of the
gondola, bird calls in the wild, tears falling, clanging church bells. Typical Rachmaninoff's stylistic traits, such as the use of ostinati and repetitive sequences that build up to the climax are present throughout. Barcarolle begins with a delicious quiet ripple of water, soon joined by a simple,
slightly haunting melody that always tends to return to the same note. The filigree patterns surrounding this foreground melody are gradually growing in development to become a lush carpet of harmonic coloration covering the full five octaves of the keyboard, as the opening ripple turns into
large raging waves of piano sonority. Even more picturesquely striking is the stuttering high birdcalls L'amour, la nuit (Night, Love). This movement begins with repeated motifs of the main 3rd representing warbling nightingales, soon paired with a downward sliding chromatic melody
embodying the feelings of romantic love. Ecstatic fantasy flights in the high register express the enthusiastic emotions of the scene. Les larmes (Tears) depicts a fall of tears with a repetitive motif of four notes that opens the movement and permeates it throughout, sometimes rhythmically
pushed out of the main rhythm to suggest convulsive spasms of sob. The suite ends with Paquet, the embodiment of the noisy joy of the Russian Orthodox Easter morning. In this virtually no motion melody, the open 5th in the bass convey the weighty resonance of the massive swaying
church bells while the hammer of the tontinabulization of repetitive motifs in the high register mimics the chime of the metal overtones above. lost in almost cacaphony cacaphony the ringing of sounds is a solemn intonation of Russian liturgical chants in the middle of the register. Franz Liszt
Tarantella of Venezia e Napoli from the Venezia e Napoli collection (published in 1861), a revised version of earlier works he released as an addition to his Annees de Pelerinaz: Deuxi'me ann'e dedicated to his musical impressions of Italy. Based on the dance melodies of the Neapolitan
editor and music publisher Guillaume-Louis Cottrau (1797-1847), Liszt's bravura attitude to this material shows many of his signature trading techniques. It leaves the starting blocks at presto speed, dicing and slicing an agitated tarantella melody into an impressive series of choppy and
sparkling pianistic textures, often alternating duple and triple versions of the melody. The slower middle part, featuring a sensual and lang generalized canzona napoletana with Bellini-esque arabicesque ornament, serves to interrupt the torrential onslaught of virtuosity, but it erupts too early
in the iridescent cascading rainbow colors and pepper sprays of repetitive notes, perhaps due to the Neapolitan's favorite instrument. The final section returns to the bravura frenzy of discovery, delighting the pace to the prestissimo and heading to the horizon like a cat with a tail on fire. The
sheer volume of the piano tone pulled out of the instrument on the last page of eyebrow-raising theatrical. Claude Debussy Prelude and l'apr's-midi d'un faune The first thing to know about Debussy's symphonic poem Prelude to the After-Life of Fauna is that it is one of the founding works of
the Impressionist movement in French music and is based on a poem of the same name by the poet-symbolist Stefan Mallarme (1842-1898). The second thing is to know that she has nothing to do with Bambi. In ancient Roman mythology, the faun (not the faun) was the spirit of nature with
the upper part of the young man's torso and the lower half of the goat. Plenty of homes in forest conditions, fauns led an idyllic life with little to do every day, but (a) play pan pipes, (b) chat up the local nymph, and (c) sleepwalk to dream of (a) and (b). Debussy's orchestral score of 1894,
which he transcribed for two pianos the following year, reflects the leisurely life of one such faun when he plays his pan trumpet, looks into the charm of the nymphs frolicking around him and finally slips into a dream in the heat of the afternoon. The musical scenes are presented in a new
ambiguous musical language that uses whole-color scales and colored chords that float freely in the sound space, not governed by established chord rules in Western harmony. A seemingly improvisational way in which the piece moves forward, evoking the timeless world of ancient myth,
belies the work of a rigid organization around a series of melodic cells and motifs. One of the most important of these is the melody, which opens the work, the langcule chromatic descent of the triton, representing the pan of the trumpet, which does not set the key and does not have a sharp
rhythmic profile. Other motifs arise with more animations depicting the stirring of forest creatures in a passing scene, but all share in the aimless wandering quality that characterizes the work as a whole. The task of the pianists in this play is to knock each sharp edge off the percussion
sound of their instruments to create a hazy, delicately thin sound environment that offers in the listener's ear the imaginary world of Mallarme's text and Debussy's symphonic poem. 19 Hungarian rhapsody Franz Liszt No. 6 Liszt pays tribute to the gypsy music of his native Hungary. Like an
ancient insect stuck in amber, they encapsulate for posterity the dramatic, improvisational style of the performance of the stray groups of gypsy musicians, who Liszt heard as a boy growing up in the small Hungarian village of Reiding, and whose bonfires he eagerly visited when, as
Europe's most famous pianist, he returned home in 1839 after an 18-year absence. There are 19 rhapsody in total, the first 15 consists between 1846 and 1853. The fundamental value to the shape of each rhapsody is the two-part division into a slow, introductory lassan followed by a quick,
dance fries. In a soulful and brooding lassan, a handful of folk tunes are repeated over and over again, trance, in various forms, blooming from time to time in dazzling cadences, like thriving keyboard brilliance and color. Fries is a sectional, presenting a series of impish dance tunes that in
an accelerating pattern of frenetic activity will inevitably drive work into a barn-assault conclusion. Hungarian Rhapsody No. 6 is unusual in that it has four sections, each based on a separate Hungarian folk tune. The first two form a kind of introduction consisting of a big march knock
followed by a fleet of kicking dance-like somewhat wild and exotic in their use of rhythmic moving and off-beat accents. The standard lassan rhapsody starts in the 3rd section, and that's the change in tone it brings. His unstoppable, almost sobbing melodic gestures set the words of a
distressed Hungarian poetic text that reads: My father is dead, my mother is dead, I have no siblings, and all the money I have left will just buy a rope to hang myself with. Frieze, who follows brings welcome relief with his simple playful melody constantly repeated over a folk-style drone in
bass. Excitement leads to excitement as the pace gradually accelerates Thicker texture cladding has been added. In the end, the quarters and eighth melodies in the right hand turn into machine-gun fire from repetitive notes clogged with octaves, no less - in the harsh test of the technique
of the pianist's wrist. Meanwhile, the left hand accompaniment commutes back and forth from the lower regions like a full-on, octave-covering bass step. In general, this Hungarian rhapsody demonstrates the pianistic skill of the 19th century in the extrovert itself. Maurice Ravel La Valls
Ravel first planned to write a celebration of the Viennese Waltz in 1906, sketching a play he named Vienna (Vienna) in honor of the Waltz King Johann Strauss II. Diaghilev refused to work after hearing two piano versions of Ravel's score (which will be played this afternoon), but the
composer still organized it, and it became a very successful ballet, which premiered in 1926 in Antwerp with the Royal Flemish Opera Ballet, and then used in the works of Jerome Robbins and Sir Frederick Ashton. Ravel describes his choreography as follows: swirling clouds offer glimpses
of waltzing pairs. As the clouds dissipate a little by words, a huge hall filled with a whirlwind crowd comes clear in sight. The scene gets brighter until the chandeliers burst out with dazzling light on the fortissimo. Imperial Court, circa 1855. Given the glittering age he celebrates, one would
expect the work to be bright in the mood as the ballrooms he portrays. But this score is extraordinarily dark for Ravel. It starts crashing deep into the bass before scraps of waltz rhythm begin to appear higher in the middle of the range. After this introduction, the work is structured as a series
of waltzes alternating in the mood between voluptuous, sometimes explosive joie de vivre and more modest evocations of shy and lilting nostalgia. Writing just after the Great War, Ravel's La Valse was heard by some as the Dance of Death, as the catastrophic fall of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire ironically played out to the tune of her own favorite music. The aesthetic position of the work is ambiguous, of course, and it is perhaps the quality that has made him stand in the repertoire since his first performance a hundred years ago. Donald G. Guslason 2020 2020 hungarian
rhapsody 6 sheet music. hungarian rhapsody 6 difficulty. hungarian rhapsody 6 pdf. hungarian rhapsody 6 imslp. hungarian rhapsody 6 midi. hungarian rhapsody 6 lang lang. hungarian rhapsody 6 octaves. hungarian rhapsody 6 orchestra
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